Soliton shaping in a laser cavity is routinely used to produce transform-limited pulses directly from mode-locked oscillators. This pulse shaping strategy can, however, be accompanied by numerous effects that may limit the practical value of the method. The most detrimental consequence associated with the soliton theorem manifests in the form of energy quantization and multiple pulse generation. Though various techniques for energy scaling exploit normal dispersion to avoid soliton pulse shaping[@b1][@b2][@b3], high-performance rare-earth erbium and thulium fibers exhibit amplification at the anomalous dispersion regime, making these fibers naturally adapted for soliton operation. Recently, the family of soliton fiber gain media was extended by the invention of non-rare-earth bismuth fibers capable of producing gain in the spectral range from 1.1 to 1.6 µm[@b4][@b5].

The first bismuth fiber laser was built in 2005 by Dianov et al.[@b6] using bismuth-doped aluminosilicate optical fibers. Later, a variety of high-power continuous-wave[@b7][@b8], Q-switched, mode-locked and frequency-doubled bismuth fiber lasers has been demonstrated[@b9][@b10][@b11]. It was found that Bi-doped fiber lasers tend to exhibit reduced efficiency, owing to significant absorption at the lasing wavelength. The nature of this absorption and how it can affect the laser dynamics has not yet been identified. Though the absorption can be partially saturated, some unbleachable loss is always presents in bismuth-doped silica fiber[@b7][@b12]. In this paper we demonstrate that the saturable absorption in Bi-doped fiber plays a critical role in the multiple pulse regime and soliton group formation when operating as a gain medium in a passively mode-locked laser.

Results
=======

The fiber preform was fabricated by the MCVD technique with a bismuth concentration in the fiber core of ≤0.02 at.% and \~5 mol.% of germanium resulting in an index step of Δn = 7 × 10^−3^. The cut-off wavelength was \~0.9 µm. Absorption and gain spectra obtained for an excitation wavelength of 1320 nm are presented in [Fig. 1 (a, b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. The net gain, which peaks at a value of 4.4 dB/m at 1430 nm, is the highest value reported to date for bismuth-doped fiber. The corresponding large value of absorption at 1430 nm could be saturated to a value of 2.8 dB/m by increasing the pump power, as shown in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The relaxation process of photoluminescence in bismuth-doped fiber frequently exhibits bi-exponential decay[@b13][@b14]. The fast recovery component typically varies from hundreds of nanoseconds to a few microseconds, depending on fiber core composition, while the slow recovery factor was found to be around \~ 700 µs. The pulse dynamics were studied in the mode-locked Bi-doped fiber laser shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The gain medium was a 4 m-long bismuth-doped fiber pumped by a 1310 nm disk laser through a 1310/1450 nm pump combiner. Mode-locked operation was achieved utilizing a lens-coupled semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) (see details in methods) operated as an end reflector in a linear cavity. The other end of the cavity was terminated by a butt-coupled highly reflective broadband mirror. The passive fiber components of the laser were made of standard telecom single-mode fiber. The total cavity length was 11.5 m, resulting in a fundamental repetition rate of 9 MHz and a net cavity dispersion of 0.22 ps/nm.

The SESAM ensures a self-starting process of mode-locking for pump powers above 140 mW with multiple pulse behavior expected for soliton shaping. The pulse spectrum and autocorrelation shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} reveal a bandwidth of 5.7 nm with strong Kelly sidebands and a pulse duration of 900 fs for sech^2^-fitting. The pulse energy of 19.5 pJ corresponds to the fundamental cavity soliton. The time-bandwidth product of 0.73 indicates significant pulse chirping, which originated partly from the long-length output delivery fiber incorporating several spectral filters used for removal of unabsorbed pump radiation. The energy of a single isolated soliton pulse, determined by the dispersion and nonlinearity, is a constant value for a given cavity. The multiple pulse regime therefore sets in for a given level of pump power above the threshold, and the extra energy, which cannot be adopted by the fundamental frequency soliton train, is shared among multiple pulse sequences. Single pulse operation could be achieved by reducing the pump power close to the lasing threshold. Though multiple pulsing is a regularly observed behavior for any soliton laser operated with anomalous dispersion, the explicit form of pulse interaction and grouping depends on the cavity details and to date has been studied exclusively for gain materials made of silica glass doped with rare-earth ions. Thus, the observed non-stationary bunches of solitons continuously oscillating within the group were ascribed to the joint action of an attractive force induced by the slowly recovering component of the SESAM, and a repulsive soliton-soliton interaction. The specific attribute of such SESAM-induced groups is a small width of \~1 ns or below[@b15][@b16]. Another operating mode is the stationary bunches or bound soliton states, which can develop as a result of direct soliton-soliton interaction. The bound states have a fixed phase difference resulting in a coherent spectral modulation/beating[@b17][@b18][@b19]. Finally, when the bound and free running solitons coexist in the cavity with a continuous-wave (cw) component, the pulse group could take the form of so-called "soliton rain" due to soliton interaction in a noisy cw background environment[@b20][@b21]. The distinct feature of the "rain" is the regular and steady sliding of the pulse train across the cavity while maintaining the relative positions of the pulses within the group.

A detailed study of the mode-locked laser showed that the recovery dynamics of the bismuth gain medium could essentially affect the soliton interaction and modify significantly the form of steady-state soliton group which was ordinary for rare-earth mode-locked oscillators. In particular, bismuth-doped fibers exhibit large and relatively fast bleachable absorption as compared with rare-earth materials. The formation of a compact soliton group with a temporal length comparable to or less than the bismuth gain recovery time indicates that, compared to an isolated pulse, the group effectively sees a reduced cavity loss. The relatively fast gain/loss recovery in the active medium could change the configuration of the soliton ensemble and soliton distribution within the group, resulting in formation of remarkable stationary states. It can be seen from [Fig. 1a, b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} that bismuth-doped fiber exhibits strong absorption near the lasing wavelength of \~1450 nm dependent on the pump power, while the rate of gain recovery is comparable with the cavity round trip time. The time frame for the soliton group is, therefore, set by the number of pulses within the cavity, the gain recovery and the saturation energy. The compact pulse groups experience reduced losses in a bismuth-doped fiber laser owing to the nearly complete bleaching of the saturable absorption achieved by the joint action of the multiple pulse group. [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the group consists of stationary solitons with fixed positions. With increasing pump power, the number of pulses and the group width gradually increase. The temporal size of the group approaches the cavity round trip period, and eventually the pulses spread over the whole cavity ([Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} ([Supplementary video 1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) shows a video record of pulse evolution with pump power. The number of soliton pulses within the group and, consequently, the temporal length of the group could be varied by adjustment of the polarization controller. Since the SESAM recombination decay time is much shorter than the pulse separation of a few nanoseconds, it did not assist the pulse group formation and ordering. An inspection of the pulse train, shown in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, reveals the noticeable noisy background present in the cavity. The significant level of noise existing in the cavity could play the role of the cw lasing component that could lead to the formation of a pulse group similar to soliton rain described in[@b20][@b21].

The pulse separation varies within a group, as seen from [Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, whereas, the leading edge of the bunch reveals a longer pulse separation than the trailing edge. The entire group represents, however, a stable ensemble without noticeable tendency to disordering or large timing jitter. The non-equidistant, chirpy structure of the group could originate from various effects that produce a repulsive force, pushing the solitons away from each other. In particular, the leading pulses could see a higher gain than the trailing pulses, due to gain depletion. In contrast, the leading pulses could exhibit higher attenuation due to loss saturation, which is notable in the bismuth fiber. The balance of these effects occurs on a timescale of a few tens of nanoseconds, owing to the relatively fast relaxation dynamics of bismuth-doped fiber (\< 1 µs), and it determines the steady-state group configuration. Alternatively, the dispersive wave generated by the soliton might collide with the consecutive soliton and, thereby, influence its velocity. A similar effect can be caused by the slowly varying oscillation in the fiber core refractive index generated by the soliton via an acoustic wave. The velocity of the subsequent solitons would be modified depending on the original separation from the exciting pulses[@b22][@b23].

Conclusion
==========

The gain saturation and bleachable absorption of bismuth fiber induce the distinctive features in soliton interaction and grouping compared with soliton sources based on rare-earth doped fibers[@b15][@b16]. The primary mechanism of group/bunch formation is the reduced loss in bismuth fiber seen by the compact ensemble of solitons that circulates within the laser cavity, as compared with the propagation loss for the same number of individual non-grouped, non-interacting pulses. In particular, the saturation energy and short recovery time of the bismuth gain in silica fiber contribute to soliton organization in the stationary groups/clusters. In contrast, the gain/loss relaxation in rare-earth materials occurring on a much longer time scale cannot contribute to the soliton ordering, and result instead in an independent pulse motion along the cavity. Although the start-up and stabilization of passive mode-locking is determined by the characteristics of the semiconductor saturable absorber, the soliton interaction and their relative positioning depend largely on the saturation fluence and recovery dynamics of the bismuth fiber.

Methods
=======

The SESAM structure, grown by RF-plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy, comprised 3 Ga~0.6~In~0.4~N~0.023~As~0.977~/GaAs quantum-wells (QWs) with a thickness of 6 nm. A distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) including 27.5 pairs of ¼-λ thick GaAs/AlAs layers was grown last on top of the gain section. The DBR exhibited a reflectivity of over 99.9% at the pulse wavelength. The QWs were separated by 20-nm-thick GaAs barriers, while the thickness of the spacers was set to place each QW at an antinode of the standing-wave optical field in the microcavity defined by the DBR and the semiconductor-air interface.

The low intensity reflectivity shown in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} indicates a spectrally-dependent response of the SESAM with a resonant wavelength around 1430 nm. SESAM saturation energy is estimated to be 25--30 µJ/cm^2^, the modulation depth at lasing wavelength is 12--14%, and the nonsaturable loss is 1--1.5%. The absorption recovery time of the as-grown QWs was controlled by in-situ ion-irradiation with N^2+^ ions generated by a plasma source[@b24]. An ion-irradiation time of two minutes allowed the fast component of the SESAM absorption recovery to be reduced to 2 ps, while the slow component remained at the level of 17 ps.
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![Bismuth-doped fiber characteristics.\
a - Optical loss in bismuth doped fiber; b - Points - gain in bismuth-doped fiber for different pump powers at wavelength λp \~ 1320 nm. The lines are spline approximation; c -- the measurement of saturable absorption.](srep07044-f1){#f1}
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